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Market Update - Property

▪ Nearly 4 years of lackluster performance — over the past 20 years has seen 

approximately $1T of losses, and 25% of these losses occurred in the last four years

▪ Willingness to deploy limit is the issue; increased carriers on program adds frictional cost

▪ Direct markets retaining more loss instead of purchasing reinsurance or have burned 

their aggregate reinsurance protection

▪ Some new markets have emerged but not at a speed we would like to see or to the 

extent that there has been a reversal of trajectory

▪ Emphasis on margin and return on capital, with underwriters returning to stricter 

underwriting

▪ Decision-making is out of the hands of even the most seasoned underwriters

▪ Winter Storm Uri and Hurricane Ida justified insurers’ focus on CAT perils
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▪ We are seeing a flattening of price increases:

➢ The “best” risks renewing close to flat; most accounts up +5% to +9%

➢ Insurers continue to focus on difficult classes of business, along with CAT-heavy accounts

➢ Loss challenged clients will continue to see double digit increases

▪ Increased rate focus on accounts with engineering concerns and lack of risk improvement 
plan

▪ Carriers continue to reduce deployment of capacity on underperforming accounts

▪ Evaluation of program deductibles: 

➢ All other risks (should you go higher?)

➢ CAT deductibles (convective storm, larger “high” and “medium” hazard tiers)

Real Estate Factors2022 Outlook & How to Differentiate - Property

▪ Loss control has become key to overcoming challenging historical years

▪ Emphasis on accuracy of:

➢ Valuations

➢ Business interruption values

▪ Data quality and secondary modifiers



Market Update - Casualty

Workers’ Compensation 

• Remains competitive and profitable despite longer-term concerns around inflation, an 

aging population, the impact of COVID-19 and a rise in mega claims 

• Expect -3% to +3% rate change

General Liability

▪ Profitability concerns as the result of 

loss deterioration, inflation of medical 

costs, COVID-19 unknown, “nuclear 

verdicts”, and insurer consolidation

▪ Limited number of participants in the 

General Liability space for Real Estate

▪ Habitational and hospitality accounts 

remain unprofitable for insurance 

companies due to both frequency and 

severity losses

▪ Assault and Battery coverage remains a 

challenge and can be excluded, sub-

limited, or included at higher retentions

Umbrella / Excess

▪ The Umbrella marketplace has slowed its 

deterioration, yet no significant new 

capacity has entered the market

▪ Portfolios are still being forced to 

introduce more carriers to build the same 

limits as their expiring programs and 

many insureds continue to carefully 

consider how much limit is being 

purchased

▪ Scrutiny of large contingent schedules 

lingers

▪ If your excess stack has been reshaped, 

you have likely seen the worst of it

Rate Trends

• Expect mid to high single digits on non-habitational renewals

• Habitational is likely to see low double digit increases
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General Liability

▪ Rates will continue to rise modestly, kept in line by competitive pressure. Individual results will 
vary based upon exposure and loss history

Umbrella / Excess

▪ Cautiously optimistic as we see client renewals in the excess casualty market achieve greater 
predictability 

▪ Program attachment points and capacity have mostly been right-sized, and carriers will need to 
balance pricing against growth goals and new market competition

▪ We expect a gradual shift as median price increases begin hovering in the low teens in contrast to 
the 20% to 40% range experienced over the past several quarters

Workers Compensation

▪ Largely stable for buyers of both guaranteed cost and loss-sensitive workers’ compensation 
insurance

▪ Detailed underwriting information is paramount in approval of Real Estate risks:  

➢ Full understanding of detailed loss history 

➢ Crime scores 

➢ Airtight third-party agreements such as PMAs, snow removal / maintenance, leases, etc.

➢ Have you engaged carriers for feedback / revisions?

Real Estate Factors2022 Outlook & How to Differentiate - Casualty



Market Update – Financial Lines

▪ Prior to COVID-19, the Management Liability market was “hardening” with carriers increasing 

scrutiny to submissions, reducing limits and increasing price. This was driven by:

➢ Director & Officers Liability (D&O) and Employment Practices Liability (EPL) claims 

environment 

➢ Programs being historically underpriced in view of long tail claims development

▪ Since COVID-19 the market has become much more volatile with carriers deploying drastic 

measures due to the uncertainty of potential pandemic-related claims activity – particularly on 

the D&O and EPL lines

▪ California exposure continues to be highly scrutinized by EPL markets with most, if not all, 

requiring separate, higher retentions for CA claims

▪ While the Crime marketplace is generally providing steady renewals except where warranted by 

year-over-year growth, retentions are increasing where exposure warrants and losses exist

▪ Social engineering claims remain frequent, especially given the current focus on remote 

workforces



▪ Price increase in the D&O market for private companies show signs of moderating with 

median and average increase for primary coverage at 10-25%. Public firms however can 

continue to see +25% to +50% increases

▪ Cautiously optimistic that rate for other financial lines (i.e. Crime, EPL, Fiduciary) will 

continue to renew at a steady pace of +5% to +15%

▪ Additional factors expected include:

➢ Increased Underwriting

➢ Limited Capacity

➢ Restrictive Terms & Conditions

➢ Increased Retentions

➢ Limited Appetite

Real Estate Factors2022 Outlook & How to Differentiate – Financial Lines

▪ Review retentions and limits considering overall corporate risk thresholds

▪ Engage in early conversations with all insurers, particularly the primary and first excess

▪ Explore all options and get creative at the onset with carriers 



Market Update - Cyber

▪ The cyber insurance market remains stressed with little sign of improvement. The reason for this 

can be summarized in one word: ransomware

▪ Targeted attacks, increased sophistication and success of attacks, “ransomware as a service”

▪ According to one industry report, the average cost so far in 2021 is $1.85 million, in addition to 

any ransom that must be paid. This is roughly double the cost in 2020

▪ Early 2021 guidance suggested increases of 20-40% for “clean” accounts while today 50-100% 

increases are not uncommon

Other insights (7/1/2021 – 10/1/2021)

▪ 10% of renewals had coinsurance

▪ 12% of renewals reduced limit

▪ 21% of renewals reduced primary limit

▪ 63% of renewals had an increase to retention

▪ 44% of client that previously held $50M+ in total 

limit decreased limit at renewal

Q3 2020 – Q3 2021 Renewal Averages



▪ While some insurers have raised premiums to the point where they are once again writing 

cyber business profitably, they are likely to continue boosting premiums until competition 

is introduced

▪ Coverage terms will continue to be adjusted towards increased insured cost share:

➢ Decreased primary and aggregate limits

➢ Coinsurance up to 50%

➢ Cyberextortion sublimits

Real Estate Factors2022 Outlook & How to Differentiate - Cyber

▪ Adequate authentication procedures

▪ Timely patch management policies

▪ Offline system backup and backup testing 

procedures

▪ Endpoint detection and response tools

▪ Disable remote desktop protocol

▪ Timely removal of end-of-life software

▪ Limitations on access rights and privileges

▪ Written incident response and disaster recovery 

plans

▪ Solutions to filter and block potentially 

malicious websites and emails

▪ Cybersecurity awareness training for employees

Cyber underwriters are focusing on the following controls:
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Ways to improve your outcomes

Start early and 

develop a flexible 

plan

Meet with key markets, 

foster relationships 

and understand their 

positions / appetites

Ensure underwriters 

understand how your 

risk profile and 

operations have 

changed / are changing

Provide detail around 

fire & life safety / 

tenant relations in high 

crime zones

Evaluate changes 

in your business 

financials and risk 

profile

Review loss 

projections based 

on new realities

Prepare for more 

intense scrutiny by 

underwriters & carrier 

credit officers

Review / prioritize 

terms and conditions, 

including premium 

audit provisions

Use analytics to 

differentiate and 

model impact of 

changes in program 

design

Consider use of higher 

primary limits, buffer 

layers front and 

reinsurance

Consider efficacy 

of alternative risk 

structures, 

strategic hedging

Review potential 

synergies associated 

with placing multiple 

lines with key insurers
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